






































pp collisions at √s = 14 TeV
L = 1034 cm-2s-1
40 MHz bunch-crossing rate

















































3 Air core Toroids































Commissioning of the detector























































































































































































































flow (µ, π ....)
Mauro Iodice ‐ SPIN‐Praha‐2009, July 27
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• ΔpT/pT <3% in  15 - 200 GeV interval
















































































































































Achievements with cosmics (and with little beam time)



























ATLAS is READY FOR COLLISIONS!
Mauro Iodice ‐ SPIN‐Praha‐2009, July 27
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508 signal events 
(muon channel)

























WHAT about EARLY DISCOVERIES?
Mauro Iodice ‐ SPIN‐Praha‐2009, July 27




…just READY and eager TO START !
Delivered!
















































































MDT Alignments in the Barrel (optical and w/ tracks)
•Barrel Optical Alignment:
at 200 µm level for large
sectors (0.5‐1 mm for small
sectors)
•Track based alignment:
improvement to <50 µm
level
Special run with Toroidal B‐ﬁeld oﬀ is needed.
To achieve 30 µm in both large and small sectors
we need 100k pt>20GeV tracks per barrel sector.
This will take ~5 days at L=1031.
To achieve 30µm in large sectors only (100µm in
small sectors) we need 100k pt>6GeV tracks per
sector.
This requires 100 times less Luminosity/days
Mauro Iodice ‐ SPIN‐Praha‐2009, July 27
